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Abstract 
Local effects generated bylarge gradients ofknown and unknown intensity are included in the hybrid displacement 
formulation. This formulation enables very fine meshes inregions with large gradients obe avoided. The elements are 
compatible with isoparametric elements and, therefore, can be added to FE programs without difficulties. 
Keywords: Local stress and displacement fields of known and unknown intensity; Variational formulation; Numerical 
FE models 
Local effects are generated by large gradients in stress and displacement fields and arise at 
boundary peculiarities uch as cracks and corners, loads acting on small areas or material 
inhomogenities. Sufficient knowledge of stress, strain and displacement fields is necessary from the 
point view of the load-carrying capacity of the structure and its components. To describe these 
effects for real structures by numerical methods uch as FEM, it is necessary to use very fine 
element meshes with adaptive remeshing and to solve the problem in a number of steps, usually 
with large systems equations. 
The functions describing the local fields must satisfy all the governing equations (compatibility, 
equilibrium, constitutive r lations) and boundary conditions (at least locally in the nearest vicinity). 
These functions can be determined analytically [1] for some special cases or numerically by 
boundary integrals [1-1, power series, boundary collocations [5], etc. 
The local solutions are described by the functions which cannot be connected to classical 
formulations of the FEM, because the displacement field is not compatible with the displacement 
field at the element boundaries. The hybrid-displacement formulation enables to include the local 
effects directly in the solution and thus fine meshes are not necessary to describe these effects with 
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high accuracy. Moreover, the elements can be connected with isoparametric or some mixed 
elements I-3]. 
In the hybrid formulation displacement field {u} with component ui satisfies all the governing 
equations within the element I-2-4]. Another displacement field {t~} will be defined at the element 
boundaries only. 
The two displacement fields are imposed to fulfil the compatibility condition in an integral sense 
in variational form. 
{t })dr = (1) 0. 
This guarantee nforces the continuity of displacements over the whole element boundary F, (for 
each element separately). {t} are tractions defined from displacement {u}. 
Moreover, the variation 
will guarantee the continuity of tractions. Ft is the part of boundary F with prescribed tractions 
{?}.The interelement equilibrium (continuity of tractions) and thus equilibrium of the whole region 
discretized by elements will be satisfied in the integral sense (2) as well. 
The boundary displacement field ti will be approximated by shape functions N u) and displace- 
ments v u) at nodal points (denoted by local node number j on the element side common to two 
adjacent elements). In matrix notation 
{a} = [N]  (3) 
Displacements {u} within the element will be approximate by 
{u} = [B] {q} + {Uo}, (4) 
where [B] is the be matrix of functions atisfying all governing equations I-3, 41 (Lam6-Navier 
equations) within the element, moreover, some of them will also be the local boundary conditions 
for the local effect of unknown intensity. {q} is the vector of unknown coefficients, {Uo} the 
displacement field satisfying all the governing equations and local boundary conditions for the 
local effects of known intensity (local loads, etc.). The nonlocal parts of matrix [B], which we 
denote by [Bo], can be derived in the following manner. The nonlocal part of the displacements can 
be chosen in polynomial form 
{u} = [A] {¢}, (5) 
where [A] is the matrix of polynomial terms in Cartesian coordinates. The polynomial must be full, 
i.e., a polynomial of the nth order must contain all terms of the nth order and also all terms of lower 
orders. {c} ~s the vector of unknown constants (intensities). 
The r.h.s, in submatrix form then becomes 
{u}:[[Aa][A,]]{{~q~}, (6) 
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where [Ad], {Co} are the dependent parts and [AJ, {q} the independent parts of [A] and {c} (see the 
procedure below). 
From the displacements we can simply obtain strains {e} by differentiating matrix [A] and from 
the strains we get stresses {a}. The equilibrium equations are then obtained by differentiating the 
stresses 
~ij,j + bl = O. (7) 
By expressing the equilibrium equation for each component and comparing the coefficients with 
each polynomial term we arrive at the system of linear equations 
[Qd] {Co} = [Qi] {q}. (8) 
We can now express {Co} from (8) 
{Co} = [Qa]- '  EQ,] {q} (9) 
and express {u} only in terms of independent coefficients {q} as 
{u} = ([A,] - [Aa] [Q.3-' [Q,3) {q} = CB3 {q}. (10) 
From displacements {u} we define strains {s} 
{s} = [C] {q} + {So}, (11) 
where [C] and {So} are obtained by differentiating [B] and {Uo}, respectively. 
The stresses 
{a} = [D] [C] {q} + [D] {eo} = [D] [C] {q} + {ao} (12) 
and tractions 
{t} = IS] {q} + {to} (13) 
with 
ES] = Er ]  ED] EC], (14) 
where [D] is the stress-strain matrix, [T ] is the matrix of unit normals to the element boundaries 
with notation 
{to} = [ r ]  {ao}. (15) 
Note: The ith coordinate component of {t~} in (3) depends only on the ith coordinate compo- 
nents of nodal displacements, thus matrix IN] can be expressed in diagonal submatrix form 
t't ° °]{'t u2 = No 0 v2 , (16) u3 0 No v3 
while matrix [B] has a more general form. 
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Performing the integration over the whole of the element boundaries and denoting 
fr[N]T [B] [He], dE 
fr.[S]T [N]  [Ge], dF 
f,. [s] T {Uo} dr = {h,}, 
(17) 
from Eq. (1) (variation of 6 {q}) yields the relation between unknown vectors {qe} and {re} of the 
element 
[He] {qe} + {he} -- [Gel {re} = {0}. (18) 
Further put 
f~ [N] ~ {3} {r,}, d_r 
(19) 
r[N]T {to}d/'= {ro}. 
Eq. (2), after the variation of 6 {v}, yields 
E ([oo] T {q°} + {ro}-  {r,}) = {o}. (20) 
¢ 
Substituting {q,} from (18) into (20) we have the final equation for the whole structure 
[K] {v} = {r}, (21) 
where the stiffness matrix and equivalent nodal loads are 
[K ]  = Z [Ge] "r [H . ] - '  [Ge], 
e 
(22) 
{r} = E ([G:] T [H. ]  - I  {h.} + {rt} -- {ro}). 
C 
The stresses within the element are derived from (12) and (18). 
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